SUMMARY

This report deals with an application submitted for three individual house plots on land to the south of Clayock Farm, Halkirk. The site currently has consent for five individual house plots, two of which have been developed.

To fit a further three individual plots into the original site area much reduces the spacing of the properties and will create a street within a dispersed rural community. There are no streets in the Clayock area, and the creation of a street in this area does not accord with the supporting policies of the local plan or Structure Plan Policies G2 and H3.

The Recommendation is to REFUSE outline planning permission.

Ward Number 4 – Caithness Landward

Applicant – Messrs Coghill, Stemster Mains, Halkirk.

1. PROPOSAL

1.1 The application seeks to obtain outline planning consent for the erection of a further three individual house sites within a larger site which currently has consent for five dwellings.

1.2 The applicant has made each of the original five plots smaller, as they considered the original plots to be too large. Having made each of the plots smaller, they consider that there is now room for three more individual house sites within the original site area.

1.3 The three additional plots, Plots 1a, 1b and 4a, have been created by altering the layout of the original consent. Plot 4a has been created within the original boundary of Plot 4. Plot 2 has been moved into Plot 3 to create a further two plots (Plots 1a and 1b) in the boundary of Plot 1.
1.4 In terms of access, on the original consent, one track served Plots 2, 3, 4 and 5 with an individual driveway serving Plot 1. It is now proposed that the original track will serve Plots 3a, 4 and 5, whilst a spur from this will serve Plot 3. An additional track is proposed from the access to Plot 1 which would serve Plots 1a, 1b and 2.

1.5 Each of the proposed plots will be individually serviced.

2. PLANNING HISTORY

2.1 Outline planning consent was granted in October 2003 (03/00230/OUTCA) for five individually serviced house plots on the application site to the south of Clayock Farm, Halkirk.

2.2 A further application was approved in April 2006 for the formation of access roads (06/00150/FULCA). These roads are nearing completion.

2.3 Of the five plots granted outline planning consent, two reserved matters applications have been received and approved for dwellings on Plot 1 (06/00170/REMCA) and Plot 4 (07/00512/FULCA). Both dwellings have been completed.

3. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

3.1 One letter of representation has been received. The main grounds of objection are as follows:

- The development was to be a small private residential rural community with homes to a certain standard and in keeping with the sparsely populated rural setting.
- Loss of view
- Reduction of privacy
- Reduction in property values
- Problems with a change in access
- Nuisance from further construction
- Contrary to the conditions on which their plot was purchased.

3.2 The letter of representation is available in the Area Office and will be available at the Committee meeting. The name of the party making representation is noted at the end of this report.

4. CONSULTATIONS

4.1 Internal Consultees

**Area Roads and Community Works Manager** – No objections, subject to a number of conditions.
4.2 **External Consultees**

*Scottish Water* – No objection.

*Scottish Environment Protection Agency* – No objection.

5. **POLICY**

5.1 The following policies are relevant to the assessment of the proposals:

**Highland Structure Plan**
- G2 Design for Sustainability
- H3 Housing in the Countryside

**Caithness Local Plan**
- Policy PP1
- General Supporting Policy – Siting and Design of Housing in the Countryside

5.2 The proposals also require to be assessed against the following relevant Scottish Planning Policies (SPP); National Planning Policy Guidelines (NPPG); and Planning Advice Notes (PAN):
- SPP3 Housing
- PAN 72 Housing in the Countryside

6. **PLANNING APPRAISAL**

6.1 **Determining issues** – Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 requires planning applications to be determined in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

6.2 The proposals require to be assessed against the appropriate policies of the Development Plan, supplementary guidance and National Planning Policy and Guidelines as referred to in the Policy section. In particular, the proposals require detailed assessment of the following fundamental issues:

- whether the principle of development is appropriate in terms of policy
- whether the layout of development is appropriate
- the impact on the amenity of the area and residents
- other material issues raised by objectors

6.3 **Policy Appraisal** – The site lies within an area designated as PP1 within the Caithness Local Plan. In a PP1 designation the Council will favour development subject to detailed site factors.
6.4 Guidance within the supporting policies of the local plan provides advice on the appropriate layout and siting of proposed new dwellings in the countryside, i.e. the detailed site factors. The first criterion to be considered in respect of siting, is that new development in the countryside should seek to “maintain the typical spacing between houses”.

6.4 In the original application for five individual plots the spacing proposed was considered appropriate for the Clayock area which is a dispersed community of farms and individual properties. Clayock is not an established settlement and it was felt that five well spaced plots fitted with the development pattern.

6.5 The current application which seeks to fit a further three individual plots into the original site area much reduces this spacing and will create a streetscape within a dispersed rural community. There are no streets in the Clayock area, and the creation of a street in this area does not accord with the supporting policies of the local plan.

6.6 Structure Plan Policy H3 Housing in the Countryside states that “housing development will generally be within existing and planned new settlements”. Clayock is not an existing settlement, nor is it planned to be. The application therefore is contradictory to this policy.

6.7 Structure Plan Policy H3 goes on to state that “housing in the countryside of an appropriate location, scale, design and materials may be acceptable where it supports communities experiencing difficulty in maintaining population and services”. No case has been made that Clayock is experiencing difficulty in maintaining population and services.

6.8 Structure Plan Policy G2 Design for Sustainability states that development must “demonstrate sensitive siting… in keeping with local character…”. The proposed addition of a further three dwellings does not demonstrate sensitive siting as the proposals are not in keeping with the local character of Clayock.

6.9 Finally, whilst some of the matters raised in the letter of representation are not material planning considerations, I sympathise with the general thrust of the arguments being made in respect of the nature and scale of the proposed development.

7. CONCLUSION

7.1 The proposal is contrary to the guidance contained with the Caithness Local Plan and also the policies of the Highland Structure Plan in that it does not maintain typical spacing between houses. The proposal would create a street within a dispersed rural community of farms and individual houses.

7.2 Five plots have been approved within the site and the spacing and density of these is considered the maximum appropriate for this site.
RECOMMENDATION

Refuse outline planning permission on the following grounds:

1 The proposal is contrary to the guidance contained within the Caithness Local Plan (Supporting Policy – Siting and Design of Housing in the Countryside) and the Highland Council Structure Plan (Policy H3 and Policy G2), in that it does not accord with typical spacing between houses. The proposal would create a street within a dispersed rural community of farms and houses and as such would not be in keeping with local character, contrary to the provisions of Policy G2 of the Highland Council Structure Plan.
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NOTE: EACH SITE TO HAVE A TANK BIODEG. TREATMENT PLANT AND MOUNTED SOIL AWAY WITHIN THE SITE BOUNDARIES, DESIGNED TO HAVE CAPACITY FOR EACH HOUSE AT DETAILED PLANNING APPLICATION STAGE.